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- Identification of the minimal scale to study
overland flow connectivity.

- The RSC function showed a great potential
to be extrapolated to other scales

Subgrid connectivity indicator: Relative Surface
Connection function (RSCf) (Antoine et al., 2009)
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Temporal evolution

Scale Effect (Peñuela et al., 2013)

Roughness and Slope Effect

Subgrid Hydrogram based on 
RSCf (Antoine et al., 2011)

Normalized 
RSCf

- Gaussian synthetic surface elevation fields
were generated for a range of slopes and
roughnesses (variogram).

- The effects of soil roughness and slope on
connectivity are clearly reflected by the RSCf

- A simple conceptualization of surface
depressions as rectangles allowed deriving
simple mathematical expressions to estimate
the RSCf characteristics, e.g. the MDS:

- Based on a simplification of the runoff hydrogram.

- Integrates the main topographical features defining the hydrologic
response of a plot .

- Hydrological models greatly oversimplify hydrological processes at
the subgrid scale.

- Need to integrate subgrid connectivity caused by roughness and
surface storage.

- Study of connectivity evolution under natural
and simulated erosion

- Different types of erosion processes can be
identified by studying the RSCf.

- Rill erosion does not only produce a decrease
of the MDS but also a more rapid connection
process reflected in a more convex shape of
the RSCf.
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Catchment discretization

- In order to predict the hydrogram, the
surface detention component was
implemented in the RSCf by using two
corrective procedures.

- The weighted-source and especially the
weighted-surface corrective procedures
improved the hydrogram prediction
compared to the classical approach (only
starts when depression storage capacity is
full).

DEM of a plaster mold obtained 
by photogrammetry

DEM of a bare agricultural plot 
obtained by photogrammetry

The Relative Surface Connection function (RSCf), a subgrid 
connectivity indicator for hydrological models

Digital Elevation Models (DEM): photogrammetry, synthetic fields 
generation, molding and laser scanning (Antoine et al., 2012)
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